
Green Day in Madhuban - 1st March 2019 Gyan Sarovar 

In Madhuban, the Green 

Day dedicated to the 

environment has now 

become an annual event 

for double foreigners. 

Many activities took place 

to refine our relationship 

with Mother Earth.  The day began with a silent walk guided by David. 

From 9 - 11am, the participants could choose between four green 

conversations: 

 

1. Serving the Elements with Luciana from Brazil. 

 

2. Yoga and the creation of the golden age with Golo. 



 

3. Presentation on Yogic farming with Raju Bhai and Sumanth from the 

Rural Wing  

 4. Nature, Art and 

Healing – A Creative 

Workshop with 

Sonja. 

 

  

  

  

  

 



In the afternoon Sister Jayanti and Golo were interviewed by Sonja on 

Planetary Consciousness and the creation of the Golden Age. You can 

listen to or view the interview on  http://jewels.brahmakumaris.org/ 

 

The interview was about Planetary Consciousness - what is it exactly?  

Is it just something extra we need to learn, or can we just practice soul 

consciousness and that’s it? 

Which attitude or power would you advise BK’s to practice for a more 
sustainable living? 

What is the main blockage or resistance in sustainable living for BK’s?  

Are we caught up in the Confluence Age and service too much? A lot of 

capacity is used to administer a confluence-aged institution and life.  

What role does the golden age play in your spiritual effort? 

http://jewels.brahmakumaris.org/
http://jewels.brahmakumaris.org/


Regarding the creation of golden age – is it enough to be purified by 

Baba and study our spiritual knowledge, or should one actively create 

the golden age? What exactly do you do on this topic? 

What role does visualization play? Do you do it and how? 

 

The Green Day ended with a great outdoor Peace Concert and 

Meditation in Dadi Janki Park.  David, Ken, Alex and others played free 

style for an audience of approx 500 in the sunset. 

 

 

www.eco.brahmakumaris.org 


